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Your problem is that gyresyjisu.gq is matched by the first
pattern so the second pattern is made redundant. This might
seem like a hacky way of doing.
javascript - how to minify js files in order via
grunt-contrib-uglify? - Stack Overflow
how can I concatenate the files in a specific order? I'm using
regexp to concatenate multiple files but I need one of them to
be at the end.
gyresyjisu.gq - Grunt: The JavaScript Task Runner
I´m a grunt rookie and I want to control the order in which
watch tasks execute. I need to run a shell command to clear
the terminal and then compile sass. In each watch target, you
can specify an array of tasks and the order in which you
desire them to run.
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Neo 7, 2 54 In addition, the specified description will be
shown when grunt --help is run. This method is used internally
by the multi task system .
YoucaneitherdefinetheorderforconcatinyourGruntfile,oryouuseonofth
This example alias task defines a Grunt Orders In task whereby
the "jshint", "qunit", "concat" and "uglify" tasks are run
automatically if Grunt is executed without any tasks
specified:. If the task is run without arguments as grunt foo
the task logs foo, no args.
SeetheAPImainpageformoreusageinformation.Inadditiontothedefaultpr
I just used concat as you normally would:
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